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Synopsis
Every year, students save countless hours and dollars by taking advantage of the College Board’s CLEP(R) examinations. CLEP allows students to get college credit by earning a passing score on any of 33 exams covering introductory-level subjects. There are more than 2,900 colleges and universities that will grant credit for CLEP. The "CLEP Official Study Guide 2015," developed by the test maker, is the only study resource for all 33 CLEP exams. It includes practice questions for all exams, exam descriptions, and test-taking tips and strategies.
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Customer Reviews
Why buy this product? It has all 33 sample tests in one guide. Period. HUGE acceptance at 2,900 colleges. CLEP is the best kept secrete out there in America today. Why wouldn’t colleges want you to know about CLEP? They loose money. Why don’t parents know about this test if they are unsure of how they can assist in college tuition? Imagine shaving 15 credits off your college tuition. Best kept secrete number two is you only need a 50 as a cut score. I think that means 50 correct, not 50% but either way it is a piece of cake. Find out what the 33 tests are and how difficult a test it is. From there, get more powerful material. I would agree with other reviews your not going to be "into this book" but you might want to buy it anyway. Like many of you I spent four months on CLEP review so I think I can speak authoritatively on the subject as an EXPERT. Others are telling you you will go WRONG but I say they are harsh. Let me get to the points. 2016 on the cover means
nothing to College Board (same as every other year). But the material is still valid. Intro Computers changed 2016 Official means nothing - test administration is official. See the difference? Test questions are not from former tests therefore not Official anything! This part I agree with others is misleading and intentional. Study guide - used in the most generic form, perhaps, but most of us think of a study guide as content or full guides. If they said on the cover, Discover which tests you can take it would have been all good.Competitive with this product -When cost matters go with 10 dollar solution - XAMonline.When cramming is your style - go for REA at 35 dollars.Barron’s - no comments. I did not buy it.
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